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Orientation dependence and electric-field effect in the relaxor-based ferroelectric crystal
„PbMg1Õ3Nb2Õ3O3…0.68„PbTiO3…0.32
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Dielectric permittivities, polarization–electric-field hysteresis loops, and domain structures have been
measured as a function of temperature in relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals
(PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3)0.68(PbTiO3)0.32 ~PMN-32%PT! for ^110&cub and^211&cub orientations. Contrary to the pure
PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3 ~PMN!, PMN-32%PT exhibits apparent crystallographic orientation dependences of dielectric
permittivities, polarizations, domain structures and phase transitions. With a prior field-cooled treatment, a
field-induced state, perhaps of orthorhombic symmetry, is evidenced and coexists with the rhombohedral
symmetry in the low-temperature region. This field-induced phase is manifested by an extra dielectric peak
observed near 373 K for the^211&cub orientation. A relaxation mechanism which is responsible for the so-called
diffuse phase transition crosses a wide temperature region of;340–400 K and results from fluctuations
between rhombohedral and tetragonal states. In order of increasing temperature~without a prior field-cooled
treatment!, PMN-32%PT undergoes successive phase transformations: rhombohedral phase→coexistence of
rhombohedral and tetragonal phases→tetragonal phase→coexistence of tetragonal and cubic phases→cubic
phase.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104113 PACS number~s!: 77.80.Bh, 77.80.Dj, 77.22.2d, 77.80.2e
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I. INTRODUCTION

Relaxor ferroelectrics generally mean the complex p
ovskites with anABO3-type unit cell and are crystals i
which unlike-valence cations belonging to a given site~A or
B! are presented in the correct ratio for charge balance,
are situated randomly on these cation sites.1–4 These ran-
domly different cation charges give rise to random fiel
which tend to make the phase transition ‘‘diffuse’’ instead
sharp as in normal ferroelectrics.3,4 Lead magnesium niobate
Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 ~PMN!, is one of the most interesting re
laxor ferroelectric~FE! materials. PMN has a disordere
complex structure in which the Mg21 and Nb51 cations ex-
hibit only short-range order on theB site. Near 280 K the
PMN crystal undergoes a diffuse phase transition charac
ized by a broad frequency-dependent dielectric maximu
PMN has cubic symmetry at room temperature with sp
group Pm3m, whereas a small rhombohedral distortio
~pseudocubic! was observed below 200 K.1,5 Transmission
electron microscopy~TEM! investigation has revealed th
presence of nanometric scale polar clusters in the rela
state.6 The normal FE crystal PbTiO3 ~PT! has tetragona
symmetry with space groupP4mm at room temperature an
has a normal FE phase transition taking place atTc5760 K
with long-range FE order occurring belowTc .7

The relaxor-based FE crysta
(PbMg1/3Nb2/3O3)12x(PbTiO3)x (PMN-xPT) naturally has a
morphotropic phase boundary~MPB! in the range of
;28–36 mol % of PT.8 In other words, as temperature d
creases, the PMN-xPT crystals (0.28<x<0.36) have suc-
cessive phase transformations: cubic paraelectric~PE!
phase→tetragonal FE phase→rhombohedral FE phase
0163-1829/2002/65~10!/104113~11!/$20.00 65 1041
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However, these phase transformations do not exhibit nor
FE phase transitions in which clear transition temperatu
are defined. In relaxor-based ferroelectrics, the symmetr
the low temperature is broken by quenched disorder. Ra
than undergoing a normal phase transformation into the l
temperature state, the system freezes into a state with p
clusters of the low-temperature state embedded within
average symmetry of the high-temperature state. TEM res
of MPB compositions of PMN-PT ceramics showed twee
like structures rather than normal micron-sized domain9

These tweedlike structures were oriented along the^110& di-
rection. Domains of;103 Å in length and;102 Å in width
were reported.9

It is well known that in relaxor ferroelectrics the sensitiv
lattice symmetry is easily affected by external perturbatio
Contrary to normal ferroelectrics, an external elect
field can enhance phase transition.10,11 Paik et al. showed
that a field of 20 kV/cm in the ^001&-oriented
(PbZn1/3Nb2/3O3)0.92-(PbTiO3)0.08 ~PZN-8%PT! destroys the
rhombohedral state and induces a single tetragonal doma10

By in situ x-ray diffraction, Durbinet al. confirmed that the
field-induced crystallographic change occurs atE
;10 kV/cm from rhombohedral to tetragonal states.11 It was
proposed that under field (E,10 kV/cm) the sample can no
longer be perfectly rhombohedral, but that instead it is
most certainly monoclinic.11 From the electric-field-
dependent polarization result, a metastable intermed
orthorhombic FE phase~between rhombohedral and tetrag
nal states! was proposed to exist in the oriented PZN-8%P
crystal.12 The unit cell of this intermediate orthorhomb
phase is double that of the simple unit cell. This simple u
cell has monoclinic symmetry having the same point gro
©2002 The American Physical Society13-1
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as that recently suggested by Cross for PZN-PT crystals.13 In
brief, with increasing electric-field strength, PZN-8%PT u
dergoes successive phase transitions: rhombohe
→orthorhombic→tetragonal. Furthermore, a phenomen
logical model for MPB compositions of PZT demonstrat
that an orthorhombic FE phase is possible as a metas
state between the tetragonal and rhombohedral states.14 Such
an intermediate orthorhombic phase could be enhanced
stabilized under an external electric field. By optical micro
copy, with field applied alonĝ001&, Belegunduet al. con-
firmed that tetragonal and rhombohedral domains coexis
PZN-8%PT at room temperature and even down
2100 °C.15 In addition, it has been found that relaxor-bas
ferroelectrics exhibit large disparity in spatial microheterog
neity and transition temperature.16,17 Such a fluctuation is
believed to result from a quenched unequal occupation of
B site by the competitive ions Mg21, Nb51, and Ti41.

Single crystals of PMN-xPT have been reported to exhib
much larger piezoelectric constants and electromechan
coupling factors compared with those in the PbZrO3-PbTiO3
~PZT! family of ceramics.18–20 Such high piezoelectric per
formance, which converts mechanical and electric energ
is crucial in medical imaging, telecommunication, and ult
sonic devices and may revolutionize these application21

Many works have been undertaken on the growth and c
acterization of relaxor-based ferroelectrics.22–30 However,
limited attention has been paid to phase coexistence a
MPB.24,28 The physical mechanism and temperature ran
of the MPB between two different phases~cubic↔tetragonal
and tetragonal↔rhombohedral! still remain unclear. An un-
derstanding of the mechanism of the electrically induc
phase transformation in these crystals has not yet develo
It is believed that the field-induced transformation, phase
existence, and crystallographical orientation play import
roles in the high electromechanical coupling effect. The
fore we carried out temperature-dependent measuremen
dielectric permittivity, polarization–electric-field~PEF! hys-
teresis loop and domain structure on PMN-32%PT
^110&cub and ^211&cub oriented crystals.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate single cry
PMN-32%PT was grown using a modified Bridgma
method.22 Samples were cut perpendicular to either t
^110&cub or ^211&cub directions. Here, direction ‘‘^ &cub’’ re-
fers to the pseudocubic axes. Physical analysis by
JEOL6100 electron microscope was used to determine
centrations of localB-site ions Mg21, Nb51, and Ti41. In
the PMN-32%PT platelets that we measured, the Ti41 con-
centration of each sample varies by about62% from its
nominal or average composition. The average Ti41 concen-
tration of the^211&cub oriented sample is slight larger~about
0.3%! than the value of thê110&cub oriented sample. Since
the MPB is sensitive to the Ti41 content, a slight spatia
heterogeneity will result in difference of structural transfo
mation temperatures at the MPB.8 For measurements of di
electric permittivity and PEF hysteresis loop, sample s
faces were coated with silver paste electrodes. The app
10411
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electric fields were along either the^110&cub or ^211&cub di-
rections. The average thickness of samples for PEF hys
esis loop experiment is about 0.15 mm. A variable-freque
Wayne-Kerr Precision Analyzer PMA3260A with four-lea
connections was used to obtain capacitance and resista
The heating/cooling rate for dielectric measurement was
K/min. For the field-cooled–zero-field-heated~FC-ZFH! di-
electric measurement, the PMN-32%PT samples were
cooled from 470 K~cubic state! to the rhombohedral phas
~<200 K! with a dc bias field ofE56 kV/cm along either
the ^110&cub or ^211&cub directions. Then the dielectric per
mittivity was measured upon heating without a bias fie
i.e., ZFH. The PEF hysteresis loop was measured by usin
Sawyer-Tower circuit in which the PEF loop was obtain
within 2–4 cycles of electric field at measuring frequency
Hz. A Janis CCS-450 closed cycle refrigerator was used w
a Lakeshore 340 temperature controller.

The domain structures were studied by using a Nik
E600POL polarized microscope. Transparent conductive
~indium tin oxide! films were deposited on sample surfac
by using RF sputtering deposition. Domain structures w
observed between a crossed polarizer-analyzer pair alon
ther the ^110&cub or ^211&cub directions. The experimenta
configuration for observation of domain structure is illu
trated in Fig. 1. For the FC-ZFH domain structures, samp
were first cooled from 470 K~cubic state! to 283 K with a dc
bias field of E57.5 kV/cm along either thê 110&cub or
^211&cub directions. Then, domain structures were measu
upon heating without a bias field. In order to minimize s
perposition of domains, the thickness of samples is less t
70 mm. A Linkam THMS600 heating/cooling stage mounte
on the microscope was used for studying domain structu
as a function of temperature. In the tetragonal phase, sp
taneous deformations appear along six equivalent^001& di-
rections and the optical axis~OA! oriented parallels to the
^001& polar direction. Adjacent domains of the tetragon
state can be polarized at 90° to each other and form strip
domain walls.31 Due to strain birefringence and total refle
tion at the boundary, the 90° domain wall is usually visible
the polarized light. In the rhombohedral phase, the OA
parallel to thê 111& polar direction.

FIG. 1. The experimental configuration for observation of d
main structures under the polarized microscope.
3-2
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figures 2~a! and~b! show the temperature dependences
the real part«8 of the dielectric permittivity obtained from
ZFH and FC-ZFH for̂ 110&cub and ^211&cub oriented PMN-
32%PT crystals, respectively. Due to slight difference in
content~spatial heterogeneity!, ^110&cub and ^211&cub orien-
tations show about 4 K difference in the temperatureTm
which corresponds to the maximum of«8 ~ZFH!. Compared
with the ZFH,Tm of the FC-ZFH run was shifted up, respe
tively, ;3 and;4 K for ^110&cub and ^211&cub orientations.
«8 ~ZFH! exhibits a broad plunge accompanied by a f
quency dispersion near 360 and 380 K, respectively
^110&cub and ^211&cub orientations. In particular,«8 ~FC-
ZFH! of ^110&cub and ^211&cub orientations exhibit a sharp
steplike jump near 360 K and an extra peak at 373 K~which
superimposes on the broad background of dielectric per
tivity !, respectively. The temperatures of these anoma
~but not their amplitudes! are independent of frequency. I
addition, near 420 K the broad permittivity peak«m8 ~FC-
ZFH! of the ^110&cub orientation has magnitude;7000,
about 17% lower than the value of«m8 ~ZFH! ;8400, due to
the FC process that reduces domain wall contributions to
dielectric permittivity. For thê 211&cub orientation, the per-
mittivity peak «n8 ~FC-ZFH! near 418 K has magnitud
;7000, about 42% lower than the value of«m8 ~ZFH!
;12 000.

Figure 3 shows two clear thermal hystereses of«8 in the
regions of;280–360 and;400–415 K. The insets are th
reciprocal of«8 in which a typical first-order-like FE phas
transition appears near 415 K. We call these first-order tr
sitions~near 360 and 415 K! for two reasons. First, the ther

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of«8 ~ZFH! and «8 ~FC-
ZFH! for ~a! ^110&cub and ~b! ^211&cub orientations. The dielectric
data are taken atf 510 kHz upon heating.
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mal hysteresis shows that the system is metastable in
temperature region. Metastability can occur for first-but n
second-order transitions.32 Second, the point groups of th
tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetries do not hav
group-subgroup relation, so a transition between these
symmetries must be of first order.

PEF hysteresis loops are shown in Figs. 4~a! and ~b!.
Spontaneous polarizations (Ps), measured at room tempera
ture, are about 38.7 and 45.4mC/cm2 for ^110&cub and
^211&cub orientations, respectively. At room temperatur
both ^110&cub and ^211&cub orientations have similar ampli
tude of coercive field;5 kV/cm. Coercive fields for differ-
ent PT contents, measured at room temperature, vary f
3.4 kV/cm ~for PMN-24%PT! to 8.0 kV/cm ~for
PMN-34%PT!.17 However, the coercive field (Ec) of pure
PbTiO3 is ;6.8 kV/cm.33 We cannot explain thisEc depen-
dence, because coercive field is strongly dependent on
rise rate~measuring frequency! of applied field and sample
thickness. The thickness dependence ofEc was originally
found in BaTiO3 and is attributed to the existence of a spac
charge layer.31

We now discuss the orientation dependence ofPs . Ac-
cording to the MPB location,8 near room temperature PMN
32%PT consists of rhombohedral clusters. The fraction
spontaneous polarization alonĝ110& for ^111& oriented
rhombohedral states must beA2/3 @i.e., cos(u)5(111)
•(110)/)•&#. Similarly, the fraction of spontaneous pola
ization along^211& for ^111& oriented rhombohedral state
must be 4/3&. In other words, the ratio of spontaneous p
larization components alonĝ110& and ^211& oriented rhom-
bohedral states isA3/2'0.87, which is quite consistent with
the ratio of measured spontaneous polarizations~obtained at

FIG. 3. Thermal hysteresis behaviors of«8 ~ZFH! for ~a!
^110&cub and ~b! ^211&cub orientations taken atf 510 kHz. The in-
sets are the reciprocal of«8 ~ZFH!.
3-3
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room temperature!, i.e., (38.7)/(45.4)'0.85 ~see Fig. 4!.
Such a crystalline anisotropy of dielectric properties in
cates that PMN-32%PT crystal has stronger crystalline
tortion than the pure PMN whose average symmetry is cu
near room temperature.1,5 Temperature-dependent behavio
of remanent polarization (Pr) and Ec are plotted in Fig. 5.
Instead of a gradual evolution as seen in PMN,34 two succes-
sive steplike anomalies were observed in bothPr and Ec
curves near 360 and 415 K for the^211&cub orientation. For
the^110&cub orientation, theEc curve also shows two anoma
lies near 360 and 415 K. The usual distinctions between fi
and second-order transitions, such as discontinuity
dP/dT, do not apply for diffuse phase transitions.

Temperature-dependent domain structures of the^110&cub
orientation are shown in Figs. 6~a! and 6~b!, respectively, for
ZFH and FC-ZFH. The domain pattern with a cross arr
indicated at the upper right corner was observed in the
main configuration in which the domain matrix exhibi
maximum optical extinction atT5283 K. As shown in Fig.
6~a!, at T5283 K, domain structures show complex interfe
ence patterns and are mostly associated with the rhomb
dral phase. These inhomogeneous interference pattern
probably caused by clusters or microdomains with deviat

FIG. 4. PEF hysteresis loops of~a! ^110&cub and ~b! ^211&cub

orientations obtained upon heating.
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of the extinction direction from normal crystallograph
axes. This deviation may result from the internal stres
caused by the lattice mismatching and the superposition
domains. Since pure PMN crystal remains an optically i
tropic pseudocubic state down to very low temperature35

complex color domain matrix suggests that a long-range
phase has been triggered by the substitution of 32% Ti41 for
the B-site complex ions (Mg1/3Nb2/3)

41. It is believed that
the introduction of Ti41 increases the size of local pola
domains by strengthening the off-center displacement
enhances the interactions between polar microdomains, l
ing to a macroscopic symmetry breaking of the pseudocu
state in small portions of the crystal.

With increasing temperature, striplike 90° domain wa
begin to appear near 357 K@see Fig. 6~a!#. It indicates that
the tetragonal phase begins to develop near 357 K. This p
nomenon implies a slow-moving structural transformati
and is consistent with the dielectric result«8 ~ZFH! which
shows a gradual plunge accompanied by a frequency dis
sion near 360 K. As another evidence of a phase transfor
tion from rhombohedral to tetragonal states, the domain m
trix at 381 K exhibits maximum optical extinction with
rotation angle 35° from the domain configuration given
283 K. As illustrated in Fig. 7, when observing the^110&
oriented sample between a crossed polarizer-analyzer
along the^110& direction, the angle difference of optical ex

FIG. 5. Temperature dependences of~a! remanent polarization
(Pr) and ~b! coercive field (Ec) for ^110&cub and ^211&cub orienta-
tions upon heating. The dashed and dotted lines are guides fo
eye.
3-4
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FIG. 6. ~Color! Successive domain structures observed along the^110&cub direction for ~a! ZFH and~b! FC-ZFH upon heating.
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tinction directions between rhombohedral and tetrago
states is about 35°~or 55°!. It confirms that the structure
symmetry at 283 K is rhombohedral. Upon further heati
the isotropic cubic phase corresponding to striplike dark
10411
al

,
-

gions illustrated at 428 K of Fig. 6~a! begins to develop nea
428 K. Then, the crystal turns into the cubic state complet
near 430 K which is higher than the temperatureTm of «8
~ZFH!. On the whole, PMN-32%PT possesses a coexiste
3-5
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phase of rhombohedral and tetragonal states from about
K, and reaches the tetragonal state entirely near 380 K.
fore turning into the cubic phase, the^110& oriented crystal
exhibits another coexistence phase of tetragonal and c
states in a narrow temperature range of;428–430 K.

Domain structures obtained from the FC-ZFH, as given
Fig. 6~b! at 283 K, show mixture of dark domain regions a
complex color domains. This phenomenon implies tha
field-induced phase~dark domain regions! coexists with the
rhombohedral state in the low-temperature domain mat
This field-induced phase possibly corresponds to the or
rhombic state as proposed recently by Viehland for the PZ
8%PT crystal.12 On the other hand, a field-induced tetragon
phase was observed in the PZN-8%PT system under a s
ger electric field.10,11 In the tetragonal state, the direction
optical extinction is parallel to thê001& polar direction.
Thus this field-induced phase may include both orthorho
bic and tetragonal symmetries. Upon heating, as show
T5357 K, complex color regions gradually increases in
domain matrix. Such a phenomenon indicates that the fi
induced phase was partially perturbed by thermal ene
with increasing temperature, and results in partial convers
of domain regions converting into the rhombohedral ph
characterized with a complex color domain matrix. In ad
tion, striplike 90° domain walls were also seen in the dom
matrix atT5357 K. Near 359 K, striplike 90° domain wall
disappear. The inset atT5359 K illustrates a uniform do-
main matrix observed from the domain configuration w
rotation angle 35°. This phenomenon indicates that the c
tal turns into the tetragonal state entirely near 359 K. It
consistent with the dielectric result«8 ~FC-ZFH! which
shows a sharp steplike temperature-dependent behavior
360 K, implying a normal phase transition. Upon furth
heating, the isotropic cubic phase begins to enter near 42
Finally, the crystal turns into the cubic state completely n
430 K.

In the ZFH case@Fig. 8~a!# of the ^211&cub orientation,
domain structures at 283 K exhibit complex interference p

FIG. 7. Schematics of domain configuration for the^110& orien-
tation. Solid and dashed arrow lines indicate respectively pro
tions of polar directions of rhombohedral and tetragonal states
the @110# face.
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terns that are mostly associated with the rhombohedral s
With increasing temperature, the domain matrix becom
brighter and striplike 90° domain walls begin to appear n
360 K. This phenomenon indicates that the tetragonal ph
begins to develop near 360 K in the crystal. It is consist
with the dielectric result«8 ~ZFH! which shows a gradua
plunge in the region of;360–380 K. As another evidence o
phase transformation (rhombohedral→tetragonal), the do-
main matrix~see the inset at 380 K! exhibits maximum op-
tical extinction with rotation angle about 31° from the d
main configuration given at 283 K. When observing t
^211& oriented sample between a crossed polarizer-anal
pair along thê211& direction, the angle difference of optica
extinction directions between rhombohedral and tetrago
states is about 39°. This change of optical extinction dir
tions between 283 and 380 K implies a phase transformat
The cause of the angle deviation between 31°~measured
value! and 39°~calculated value! is not clear. It may result
from the superposition of domains and the orientation dev
tion due to polishing the sample. However, compared w
the ^110&cub orientation, the optical extinction configuratio
of the^211&cub orientation is more complicated. Upon furthe
heating, the cubic state begins to develop near 417 K
then the crystal turns into the cubic state completely n
420 K.

FC-ZFH domain structures of thê211&cub orientation, as
given at 283 K in Fig. 8~b!, show a mixture of dark domain
regions and complex color domains. It indicates that
field-induced phase~dark regions! coexists with the rhombo-
hedral state in the low-temperature region. With increas
temperature, as shown atT5360 K, dark regions gradually
reduce and more color domain regions appear. This phen
enon evidences that the field-induced phase was part
perturbed by thermal energy with increasing temperatu
and results in partial conversion of domain regions conv
ing into the rhombohedral phase. Near 373 K, the crys
suddenly transforms into a uniform domain matrix whi
corresponds to a long-range tetragonal. As temperature
creases, the cubic phase begins to establish near 419 K
then the crystal turns into the cubic state completely n
420 K.

Probably the most convincing evidence for the fie
induced, possibly orthorhombic, phase is the extra peak
the zero-field-heated dielectric permittivity«8 ~FC-ZFH!
shown at 373 K after field cooling in a dc bias field@see
Fig. 2~b!#. The «8 ~FC-ZFH! exhibits successively a
gradual plunge and an extra peak at 360 and 373 K. Th
continuous temperature-dependent anomalies poss
imply sequential phase transformatios: rhombohed
→orthorhombic→tetragonal. Similar phase transformatio
were seen in the BaTiO3 system in which a stable ortho
rhombic FE phase was observed between the FE rhomb
dral and FE tetragonal phases.36 During the FC process, the
external electric-field bias along thê211& direction could
cause polar displacement to deviate from the^111& direction
in the unit cell of the rhombohedral phase, resulting in t
lack of threefold symmetry with only mirror symmetry o
the $011% plane. An orthorhombic~O! phase occurring nea
the rhombohedral-tetragonal~R-T! morphotropic phase

c-
n
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FIG. 8. ~Color! Successive domain structures of~a! ZFH and~b! FC-ZFH for the^211&cub orientation.
104113-7
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boundary in this crystal could occur for two reasons. Fi
this phase could be thermodynamically stable even in
absence of stress energy considerations. Second, the p
may only be metastable in the absence of stress energy
siderations. That is, at the morphotropic phase boundary
R andT phases would have the same free energy, but thO
phase would have higher free energy. We now conside
special case that illustrates how anO phase domain could
become stable because it reduces the wall energy betweR
andT ferroelectric domains.

We consider aT domain with primitive cell vectors
@1,0,0#, @0,1,0#, @0,0,11D# in units of the cubic cell lengtha.
This cell has polarization along@001#. We then consider an
adjacent R domain with primitive cell vectors @1
1d/3,d/3,d/3# and its two permutations, that has polariz
tion along@111#. For a boundary between domains that a
adjacent along thex axis, we are interested in the scal
product of the normalized perpendiculars to theyz faces,
because this product is the cosine of the mismatch an
This product is @1,0,0#•@12d2/9,2d/3,2d/3#512d2/9.
Since cosuRT>12uRT

2/2, uRT>A2d/3 is the R-T mismatch
angle, so the parameterURT proportional to the wall energy
subject to the above approximations, isURT52d2/9.

There are three orthorhombic~O! cell types with polariza-
tion intermediate between those of the aboveR andT cells.
We choose the one with polarization along@101# for this
illustration. Its unit cell has double volume compared to t
R andT cells, so we must use its pseudomonoclinic primiti
cell with translation vectors @11a/2,0,a/2#, @0,1,0#,
@a/2,0,11a/2# for calculating the mismatch angles. The no
malized perpendicular to itsyz face is@12a2/8,0,2a/2#. Its
scalar products with its neighboringT andR domain perpen-
diculars are 12a2/8 and 12a2/82d2/91ad/6, respec-
tively. The corresponding angles areuTO5a/2 and uRO
5(a2/42ad/3122/9)1/2, and the corresponding energy p
rameters areUTO5a2/4 andURO5a2/42ad/312d2/9. The
overall wall energy parameter is the sum of these two par
eters. If we assume that there is no energy penalty for
orthorhombic distortion parametera to adjust itself so as to
minimize this sum, thenamin5d/3. Substituting this value
into the energy sum yields (UTO1URO)min5d2/6. This is
only 3

4 of the energy parameter for no interveningO domain.
The conclusion of this illustration is that it is plausible th
an otherwise metastable orthorhombic phase can be s
lized if it acts as a buffer between tetragonal and rhombo
dral phases. Because theR andT phases can coexist over
wide temperature range, there is opportunity for small ort
rhombic domains to exist over such a temperature range

The above illustration is not a complete calculation b
cause, while it assumes stress energy proportional to dom
mismatch angle, it does not take into account how far
stress field penetrates into each domain. Such informa
together with the free energy excess of theO phase relative
to the R and T free energy, is necessary in order to pla
lower and upper limits on the thickness allowed for stre
stabilizedO domains. Also, one must use the elastic mod
and primitive cell volumes for each phase in a complete c
culation, instead of assuming them the same for each p
as is done in the above illustration.
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In the low-temperature region,«8 ~ZFH! of the ^110&cub
orientation@Fig. 2~a!# exhibits a gradual change near 360
As shown in Fig. 9,«9 ~ZFH! shows an obvious relaxatio
behavior in the corresponding temperature region. Sim
frequency-dependent dielectric anomalies were seen
PZN-PT and other PMN-PT systems.7,17,24,37,38As evidenced
earlier in the ZFH case, temperature-dependent dom
structures reveal that a coexistence phase of rhombohe
and tetragonal states exists in the region of;360–380 K.
Thus the diffuse phase transition near 360 K could be att
uted to structural fluctuations between local rhombohed
and tetragonal states.

The temperature- and frequency-dependent compo
shapes of«9 ~ZFH! imply that two mechanisms are involve
in the region of the diffuse phase transition~;340–400 K!.
To check this, the experimental results were fitted to t
Gaussian functions,

«9~ZFH!5A expF21

2 S T2TgI

D I
D 2G1B expF21

2 S T2TgII

D II
D 2G ,

~1!

whereTgI andTgII are temperatures corresponding to pea
of «9 ~ZFH! in the region of;340–400 K. Figure 10 illus-
trates fits of two Gaussian functions at three measuring
quencies for thê110&cub orientation. The stronger peak, a
indicated by ‘‘I,’’ was found to be frequency dependent. Th
phenomenon indicates that a frequency-dependent relaxa
process exists in the region of;340–400 K. This relaxation
mechanism is believed to be responsible for the so-ca
diffuse transition, and results from fluctuations betwe
rhombohedral and tetragonal states. In addition, peak ‘
~which has smaller amplitude! located near 358 K, was
found to be frequency independent. With temperatu
dependent anomalies of«8 ~ZFH! and domain structures nea
357 K @Figs. 2~a! and 6~a!#, it is reasonable to conclude tha
the peak II should be associated with the establishment of
long-range FE tetragonal phase.

FIG. 9. Temperature and frequency dependences of«9 ~ZFH!
obtained for the^110&cub orientation. The inset illustrates th
temperature-dependent«9 ~FC-ZFH!.
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As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 9, near 360 K«9 ~FC-
ZFH! exhibits a sharp anomaly superimposed on the br
background. The temperature for this anomaly~but not its
amplitude! is almost independent of frequency. It implie
that the relaxation mechanism which appears in«9 ~ZFH!
was greatly reduced after the FC process. In other words
external field could suppress the diffuse phase transition
enhances occurrence of long-range percolating clusters.

Similar temperature- and frequency-dependent dielec
behaviors, as shown in Figs. 11 and 12, were observed
the ^211&cub oriented crystal. Figure 12 illustrates fits of tw
Gaussian functions for three measuring frequencies. Pe
was found to be frequency dependent and corresponds
relaxation process. The peak II located near 380 K, w
found to be frequency independent and correlates to lo
range percolating clusters. This temperature is consis
with the temperature corresponding to the steplike plung
«8 ~ZFH! and appearance of 90° domain walls which is
character of the tetragonal state.

As shown in Fig. 13, it was found that the relaxatio
process associated with peak I obeys the exponential Vo
Fulcher equation that has been used to describe other r
ation process in mixed systems:

f 5 f oe2Ea /K~Tg2To!, ~2!

where f is the measured frequency,f o is the attempt fre-
quency, andEa is the activation energy for orientation o
electric dipoles.To is the Vogel-Fulcher temperature~static
freezing temperature! and Tg is the temperature where«9

FIG. 10. Illustrations of the best fits in«9 ~ZFH! with two
Gaussian functions for thê110&cub orientation.
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~ZFH! reaches its maximum value. The fitting results of t
activation energy, attempt frequency, and Vogel-Fulcher te
perature for̂ 110&cub and ^211&cub orientations are given in
Table I. What is the significance of these parameters? F
attempt frequencies are in the usual range for lattice vib
tion frequency. Second,To is the temperature at which, base
on an unjustified extrapolation of the Vogel-Fulcher formu
beyond the range of the data, all reorientation would cea
Third, Ea is the average of activation potential barriers f
various clusters in this disordered system to reorient betw

FIG. 11. Temperature and frequency dependence of«9 ~ZFH!
obtained for the^211&cub orientation. The inset illustrates th
temperature-dependent«9 ~FC-ZFH!.

FIG. 12. Illustrations of the best fits in«9 ~ZFH! with two
Gaussian functions for thê211&cub orientation.
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adjacent variants. As given in Table I, the activation ene
and Vogel-Fulcher temperature are the same for^110&cub and
^211&cub orientations. Compared with PMN-5%PT an
PMN-10%PT ceramics whose activation energies are 0.
and 0.041 eV, respectively,39,40 the higher activation energy
in PMN-32%PT implies a stronger correlation between po
clusters, which gives rise to a slower process to reach e
librium in the system. In other words, the relaxation proce
in the PMN-32%PT takes a longer time and makes it m
difficult for the normal phase transition to occur.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this report, three important features have been fou
from ^110&cub and ^211&cub oriented PMN-32%PT crystals
First, PMN-32%PT exhibits apparent crystallographical o

FIG. 13. Frequency vs 1000/T. ‘‘ T’’ is the temperature corre-
sponding to the maximum value of«9 ~ZFH! in the region of
;340–400 K. The solid and dotted lines are fits of Eq.~2! with
parameters given in Table I.
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entation dependences of dielectric permittivities, polar
tions, domain structures, and phase transitions. Second,
a prior field-cooled process from the cubic state, a fie
induced state, perhaps of orthorhombic symmetry, is
served and coexists with the rhombohedral symmetry in
low-temperature region. This partial field-induced effect a
enhances a sharp steplike jump and an extra peak in di
tric permittivity appeared near 360 and 373 K for^110&cub
and ^211&cub orientations, respectively. Third, in the ZF
case, PMN-32%PT undergoes successive phase transfo
tions: rhombohedral phase→coexistence of rhombohedr
and tetragonal phases→tetragonal phase→coexistence of te
tragonal and cubic phases→cubic phase. The temperatu
range of coexistence phase between rhombohedral an
tragonal states is much wider than the temperature rang
coexistence phase between tetragonal and cubic state
addition, a relaxation mechanism which is responsible for
so-called diffuse transition crosses a wide-temperature re
of ;340–400 K. It was evidenced that an external elec
field can suppress this relaxation behavior and enha
long-range percolating polar clusters.
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TABLE I. Activation energies (Ea), Vogel-Fulcher temperature
(To), and attempt frequencies (f o) from fits of Eq.~2! for ^110&cub

and ^211&cub orientations.

Ea ~eV! To ~K! f o ~Hz!

^110&cub 0.13 279 2.931012

^211&cub 0.13 279 1.231012
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